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Food is an important part of African-American culture. However, many traditional foods and
cooking methods increase the risk for some diseases. This is bad news because AfricanAmericans are at high risk for diseases such as cancer, heart disease, and diabetes. The good
news is, eating healthy doesn’t mean you have to give up all your favorite foods. Some simple
changes can help reduce your risk for disease and still keep the flavor of the food you love!

Tips for Healthy Cooking
7 Trim visible fat from meat before
cooking.
7 Remove skin from poultry before eating.
7 Try broiling, steaming, baking, roasting,
grilling, or microwaving instead of
frying.
7 Enjoy vegetables and fruits often. Try
cooking vegetables without added fat, or
use only a small amount of vegetable oil.
7 Use lean cuts of meat such as round,
sirloin, or loin.
7 Try occasional meatless dishes such as
beans and grains.
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Easy and Healthy Substitutions
© herbs and spices instead of salt
© turkey bacon or Canadian bacon
instead of regular bacon or sausage
© fat-free or 1% milk instead of whole
milk
© mustard, plain yogurt, or low-fat
dressing or mayonnaise instead of
regular dressing or mayonnaise
© low-sodium bouillon and broths instead
of regular bouillon and broths
© evaporated skim milk instead of cream
© low-fat or part-skim cheese instead of
regular cheese
© 2 eggs whites or ¼ cup egg substitute
instead of 1 whole egg
© skinless smoked turkey instead of ham
hocks, neck bones, or fatback
© plain yogurt instead of sour cream
© vegetable oil or tub margarine instead
of lard, fatback, or butter
© applesauce instead of oil in baked goods
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